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Underestimating the effect of the therapy
• Maybe they do not trust the method
• Maybe they expected faster or different effect
• They neglect minor changes or attribute them to some other
influences irrelevant to the therapy
• They may also be fixed on one local problem and feel disappointed
because it remains the same
• Maybe they hope that when reporting no or minimal effect they will
make you give them something stronger
• Maybe they have a fear that you will terminate the therapy if they
admit that they feel better
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Link to the video Cycle of change

Therapist’s tasks during follow-up
1. To boost patient’s hope, self-confidence
and confidence in therapy
2. Appreciate investment, reframe
motivation, boost courage, reframe results
3. To adjust the remedy combination if
necessary/ suitable
4. To gain time

Communication techniques
• Concentrate on positives!
• Reflections
• Affirmations
• Open questions
• Summaries
• Comparing extremes
• Using quantification or scales
• Reframing

Click for the videos Communication techniques
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Concentrate on positives!

Concentrate on positives!

Speaking
about
Patient’s initial
positives
evaluationduring
the
consultation

positive

negative

Simple reflection
• Sometimes it seemed that the headaches were less intense but the
last week was terrible  There were moments when the headache
seemed to be less intense
• My self-confidence is still very low. I finally agreed to do this
presentation but the fear was terrible and my hands trembled  You
were able to do the presentation
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Two-sided reflection
• Sometimes it seemed that the headaches were less
intense but the last week was terrible  Last week
wasn’t good and before that there had been moments
when it had seemed better
• My self-confidence is still very low. I finally agreed to do
this presentation but the fear was terrible and my hands
trembled  On one hand, you had a fear and your
hands trembled, on the other hand, you did the
presentation successfully

Amplified reflection
• The headache is the same  There was
absolutely no change in the frequency and
intensity of the headache. It is the same
every day
• My self-confidence is still very low.  There
was absolutely no change in your selfconfidence

Weakened reflections
• And the conflict with the father was really terrible! We
yelled at each other. I felt hopeless. It is all the time the
same!  (calmly) You had another unpleasant conflict
with your father.
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Communication techniques
• Concentrate on positives!
• Reflections
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Simple
Two-sided
Amplified
Weakened

Affirmations
Open questions
Summaries
Comparing extremes
Using quantification or scales
Reframing

In the next video …

Part II

The patient of tomorrow must understand that he,
and he alone, can bring himself relief from suffering,
though he may obtain advice and help from an elder
brother who will assist him in his effort.
Edward Bach
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